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The history of Pheidon of Argos is entirely rewritten
with additions, the later date (669 B.C.) of his
conquests is maintained, Grote placing him about
748-B.C.

Coming to the history of Attica we find (p. 289)
an omission supplied with regard to Eleusis, "which
always, even in later times, maintained an independ-
ence of a certain kind and ranked as a town." The
question of the four Ionic tribes (p. 293) is not quite
so dogmatically treated as heretofore ; their origin is
allowed to admit of doubt, while the view now
favoured is that they were connected with the
ancient Ionic tetrapolis in N. Attica. The successors
of Codrus are regarded (p. 296), not as regular
monarchs, but as being the leading members of the
family to which they belonged, which, like the
Bacchiadae at Corinth, was collectively at the head of
affairs of state. The title of Prytanis is now mentioned
as belonging to these "life-long presidents of an
oligarchical republic." On p. 300 we have for the
first time the mention of the term avoiKoi, and of
the fact of the houses of the Eupatridae being round
the ayopi. It is well pointed out (p. 302) how the
Draconian legislation affects the question of the state
taking over from the individual the duty of the
avenger of blood ; the duties of the Ephetae and their
different courts are better defined.

The religious aspect of the early reforms of Solon
is dwelt upon ; common Apollo-worship was opened
out to the whole state, with a consequent widening
of full Athenian citizenship : the parallel case of the
plebs at Kome is compared (p. 312). The coinage
question under Solon is more fully treated (p. 317) ;
it was the adoption of the Asiatic or ' Euboic'
standard of gold coinage, and the reduction of the
silver coinage to the same standard. Thus it was not
a mere debasement of the coinage but a readjustment
of the standard for both metals. The Senate of the
Four Hundred, which was curiously neglected in
previous editions, is now (p. 326) more fully dealt
with; it is regarded as a fusion of the old State Council
with the Naucraries, who are mentioned by Herod, in
connection with the history of Cylon. Important
additions are due to the new Berlin papyrus fragment.
Curtius thinks that the lauded proprietors and artisans
living away from Athens found the Solonian reforms
a mere empty show. Efforts were made to prolong the
annual arcnonate, in order to gain time to carry through
a new political programme; these efforts succeeded
nine years after Solon in the archonship of
Damasias, who was elected for two years in succession
(584-3 B.C.). The claims of the citizens, as opposed
to the nobles, to take part in the archonate were not
to be withstood, and the famous subdivision of office
took place (p. 337-8).

A good many new points are brought out in the
history of the Alcmaeonidae (p. 324, / . ) , and of
Pisistratus. The final conquest of Salamis and the
founding of the first Athenian K\ypovxi<", the
history of Lesbian politics and the date of the
conquest of Sigeum appear not to have been dealt
with before. The author now adopts the view that the
Homeric poems were not committed to writing before
the time of Pisistratus (p. 362).

There is not much change in the chapter on Greek
colonisation. The early history of Corcyra is ex-
panded, and the colonisation of Sicily is in part
re-written. In the famous chapter on the unity of
Greece there are important additions on the Greek
romantic art as derived from Eastern sources (p. 464),
the plan of the pentathlum (p. 486), the derivation
of and changes in the Greek alphabet (p. 501), and
the characteristics of the different schools of art
(p. 530, f.).—A. H. COOKE.

The Odyssey of Homer. Done into English verse.
Vol. II . By WILLIAM MOEKIS. Reeves and Turner.
12s. 6d.

IT could not be expected that Mr. Morris's second
volume should be substantially different from his
first. He has made up his mind as to how Homer
should be translated, and the censures of the critics
are not likely to change it. It would not be profitable
to argue the matter any more. He has not himself
condescended to justify his style, but his admirers
contend that as Homer wrote in a dialect which
cannot be assigned to any one place or tribe or time,
so his translator must use a kind of English that has
never been written or spoken. This contention may
be safely left without discussion to the judgment of
reasonable people. We shall address our very brief
criticism to two points. 1. Is Mr. Morris's use of his
own peculiar phraseology correct ? One instance will
suffice. Supposing we allow such strange phrases as
'heart-up,' 'toil-stout,' 'fiatling,' ' Cloud-pack's Her-
der, ' can we accept ' bow well shaven' for T3|OS e'vjfoos ?
' Well shaven' has a definite meaning in English, and
that meaning is not ' polished,' which is of course the
signification of 4v^oos. Mr. Morris's hatred of Latin
words leads him here into a ridiculous misuse of
language. 2. Does he translate rightly ? In xxi. 4,
we find a40\ia xal <p6vov apx'hv used predicatively of
T6£OV TTO\I6V re aiSnpov, Mr. Morris translates ' For
the birth of strife and murder,' clearly misconceiving
the meaning of aeBAta. In 11. 113-6 of the same
book we have :—

Ka\ 5e Key aiirbs 4y&> rov TO|OU
el Be <cei> tvTavbou, Siotcrrevaa re p
oft Ke pot axvvpevep TaSe Stifiara v^rvia.

i ' & lov<ra.

This Mr. Morris translates :—

Yea, I myself will try it, this deed of the bow to do,
If haply I may bind it and shoot the iron through.
Then my mother beworshipped shall leave me, and I

with no sorrow of mind,
When she goes from this house with another...

He does not recognise that el tie Kev evravxxta is the
protasis to the apodosis oi xe fioi i.xvv^Vifj t u t makes
it a dependent sentence on Treipriaalfiriv. In 302 again
we hear of Eurytion that, mutilated by the heroes.

ij'Cey V &TTIV 6xea>y &e<ri<ppovi dvfj.<f.

This is translated:—
' he wandered from part unto part,

Bearing the sin and the sorrow of the folly of his heart.'

STijy is the burden, the Nemesis of his sin, and
heat<ppovi ei/xa refers not to the folly which prompted
his crime, but to the dotage into which he fell. As
Messrs. Butcher and Lang put it, ' he bare about the
burden of his sin in foolishness of heart.' We have
not thought it worth while to pursue the inquiry any
further.

The Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles. Translated by
SIR GEORGE YOUNG. (Deighton, Bell & Co.)

THERE are many signs that this translation has
suffered by being detached (as the preface informs us)
from the complete translation of Sophocles of which
it will form a part, and cast rapidly into print to meet
the occasion, i.e. the performance of the original at
Cambridge. I t has vigour and force enough to make
it readable, but it lacks everywhere the final touches:
i n C i c e r o ' s p h r a s e , manus extrema noil accessit....
praeclare incohata multa, perfecta own plans. W h e n
the translator thoroughly revises his whole work, he
will no doubt eliminate such casual rhyming couplets


